Unlike sequential software, concurrent software needs a structuring mechanism capable of specifying constructs such as pipelines, scatter-gather, and other networks. Concurrent software languages usually provide mechanisms for dynamically creating such structures, but this makes them difficult to analyze statically. In particular, it would be very convenient to be able to put bounds on the resources (memory, processes) required by a particular system.
Introduction
Any big system is assembled from pieces, but the assembly problem can be much richer for parallel systems. Digital transistor circuits are an extreme example: they only contain two kinds of pieces (n-and p-channel transistors); all their functionality arises from how collections of these pieces are connected. Sequential software programs also assemble things from pieces (e.g., expressions from identifier and operators, functions from sequences of statements), but the pieces tend to be more powerful and the connection schemes more simple. Parallel software needs both: the ability to specify traditional program-like sequential behavior and the ability to specify complicated parallel structures.
In this paper, we present a technique that can remove the recursion from a parallel program that expresses its structure with bounded recursion. This is useful when working with tools that cannot accept recursion, such as certain formal verifiers and hardware compilers. Figure 1 shows a simple parametric FIFO transformed into recursion-free code. A form of partial evaluation, our procedure first slices the program at recursive function calls to understand what variables control the recursion, then statically simulates the program on those variables, constructing a simpler program along the way. It allows a programmer to use the power of recursion to describe parallel structures yet have a "static" program at the end, i.e., with no cycles in its call graph.
Our goal is to remove recursion while increasing the size of the program as little as possible. Although our static simulation program is analagous to the subset construction algorithm for converting nondeterministic finite automata to deterministic ones, it is even more likely to produce an exponential blow up in code size because it considers integer-valued variables. As a result, we are very careful to restrict the scope of our simulation procedure to only a few variables. Since our goal is to remove recursion, we first use a slic- [10] ; sc signal<int> * prev = 0; for (unsigned int i = 0 ; i < len ; i++) { sprintf(buf, ing procedure to determine which variables control recursive calls, then we only simulate relevant variables.
Our procedure simplifies program analysis because it produces programs with a static call structure. Hardware implementations demand such programs since true recursion has no real analogue in hardware, where every transistor and wire must be known when the circuit is assembled. Software is less restrictive, but recursive programs are harder to analyze and optimize. For example, because the language we target does not provide a heap, it is possible to statically bound the memory required by a program with a static call graph. Furthermore, knowing the static call structure allows connection information to be computed at compile-time to reduce run-time overhead. Finally, a static call structure, especially when the program is finite-state, greatly simplifies formal verification based on model checking.
We make three contributions: a collection of examples illustrating how to build parallel structures with recursion, a partialevaluation algorithm that can remove the recursion, and experimental results that show the algorithm is practical.
Related Work
Most parallel languages have some facility for elaborating parallel structures. Figure 2 shows code from a variety of languages that each describe more-or-less the same thing: a sequence of one-place buffers connected back-to-back.
Many parallel languages provide a parallel for loop that constructs arrays of parallel tasks at run time. Occam's [11] replicated parallel construct (Figure 2a) is typical: it instantiates a set of parallel tasks, passing a unique index to each. Occam insists the base and count expressions (on each side of the FOR keyword) be constant and the tasks are only allowed to read the index variable.
Hardware must have its structure defined at compile time, so any algorithmic generation of structure is done then. VHDL [12] provides the generate statement, which works as a compile-time for loop. The fragment in Figure 2b instantiates seven concurrent processes that each behave like edge-triggered flip-flops. The Verilog 2001 language has a similar feature.
Bjesse et al.'s Lava [4] is a language embedded in Haskell designed for the algorithmic specification of digital circuits. Since Lava is embedded in Haskell, a circuit designer is free to use arbitrary Haskell code to build the structure of the circuit. Furthermore, the generated circuit may be simulated or used to generate VHDL depending on how the library interprets the data structures so generated.
Although Haskell can be used to specify structure in Lava, it cannot be used to specify function, so Lava is purely an elaboration language. Simple Boolean logic gates are the only source of function. By contrast, our work allows SHIM programs to consist of both structure and function.
Li and Leeser's HML [15] is also a functional hardware description language. They included support in the language for generating structure through recursion, much like we do, but their compiler did not support it [14] .
Hoe and Arvind's Bluespec [10] is another hardware description language with a powerful elaboration phase. Also based on a Haskell infrastructure, it provides powerful mechanisms for generating structures algorithmically. Unfortunately, few details about its approach have been published.
The SystemC library for hardware simulation [8] introduces a separate elaboration phase between compilation and system execution. SystemC is actually a C++ library; running a simulation consists of compiling and running a SystemC program. When the program starts, it first elaborates the design, building in-memory data structures that represent the structure of the hardware system, then runs an event-based simulation kernel.
Elaboration in SystemC is performed by arbitrary C++ code (usually in constructors), and so is very flexible. Figure 2c shows a shiftreg class (a SystemC module) that takes an elaboration-time parameter that controls the number of registers to string together.
For simulation, SystemC's runtime elaboration is convenient, if verbose, but it creates problems for analysis. Moy et al.'s [16] Pinapa tool is one of the few that takes this problem seriously: it extracts the structure of SystemC models by statically analyzing the source code, running the elaboration phase, and later correlating the two. While technically difficult because SystemC was not designed to facilitate this, this is semantically straightforward: all SystemC programs explicitly start the simulation. Pinapa treats all code that runs before this point as elaboration and only looks at its output.
While loop unrolling and procedure inlining are well-known, comparatively little literature addresses unrolling recursion. Most focuses on efficiency. Appel [2] notes that it can reduce stack space requirements and provide a speed-up. Rugina and Rinard [18] focus on improving the speed of divide-and-conquer algorithms by partially inlining recursive calls and fusing conditionals. This leads to more efficient code that spends more time conquering instead of dividing. However, their techniques do not attempt to remove recursion entirely, and so they address a problem different than ours.
Two-level functional languages [17] provide compile-and runtime computation and distinguish them syntactically. While their consideration of combine-time computation resembles ours, we support concurreny and do not require explicit programmer annotations. We suspect our technique is more convenient, but have not performed experiments verifying this.
The SHIM Language
The SHIM language [19] provides a cohesive model for both hardware and software systems. Its key strength lies in providing deterministic concurrency: a SHIM program always reacts the same way to the same inputs regardless of scheduling choices; it has no data races.
SHIM has a C-like syntax: a program is composed of functions built from statements and expressions. Neither global variables nor pointers are allowed. Instead, SHIM includes a mechanism for concurrent function calls through the par construct and rendezvousstyle inter-process communications through the blocking next communication operator. Figure 2d shows a SHIM implementation of a parametric FIFO that combines parallelism with recursive function calls. For n > 0, it runs a one-place buffer containing an infinite for loop ("for (;;) next c = next i") in parallel with a FIFO of size n − 1, otherwise, it is a single one-place buffer.
The par construct starts concurrent tasks. p par q starts statements p and q in parallel, waits for both to complete, then runs the next statement in sequence. These statements may be arbitrary blocks, which may themselves include par statements.
To prevent data races, SHIM forbids a variable to be passed by reference to two concurrent tasks. For example,
// rejected: x passed by-ref twice } SHIM adopts an asynchronous concurrency model,à la Kahn networks [13] (SHIM tasks can only block on a single channel), that uses CSP-like rendezvous [9] . Only communication affects the relative execution rates of concurrent tasks. The language does not support shared memory.
A channel resembles a local variable. Passing a channel by value copies its value, which can be modified independently. A channel must be passed by reference to senders.
Communication is blocking: a task that attempts to communicate must wait for all other connected tasks to engage in the communication. If the synchronization completes, the sender's value is broadcast to the receivers.
Like most formalisms with blocking communication, SHIM programs may deadlock. But deadlocks are easier to fix in SHIM because they are deterministic: on the same input, a SHIM program will either always or never deadlock.
Shim's exceptions [20] enable a task to gracefully interrupt its concurrently running siblings. A sibling is "poisoned" by an exception when it attempts to communicate with a task that raised an exception or with a poisoned task. An exception handler runs after all the tasks in its scope have terminated or been poisoned. While SHIM's communication and exception constructs are novel, they are largely outside the scope of this paper. Our algorithm does not attempt at compile time to track data communicated among tasks, even when it would be possible.
Recursive Parallel Structures
We argue concurrency plus recursion provides a powerful mechanism for constructing structures algorithmically and that our elaboration technique makes it possible to use this mechanism in a setting that prohibits recursion. Below, we give examples that use recursion to build such structures. Figure 2d shows an n-place buffer using our technique. This can be generalized to n parallel computations. For example, Figure 3 builds a finite pipeline for testing the Collatz conjecture: the "3n + 1" problem.
Pipelines
The pipeline stage number can select the function of each stage. Figure 4 shows a prime-number sieve that filters according to a list of primes. Figure 5 is a smarter sieve that uses a pair of processes at each stage to filter the primes from an increasing sequence of numbers. Each filter process ("F") considers the first number it receives as prime since the number made it through all the previous stages, then passes each number that is not divisible by this prime. Each multiplexer process ("M") first passes the newly-identified prime to the output, then passes all those from later stages. The last stage (n = 0) returns its (prime) number and throws an exception to terminate the sieve. Figure 6 depicts the schedule for a common pattern in concurrent systems: a variant of map-reduce found, for example, in a JPEG decoder. A source process (Huffman decoding in JPEG) divides an input stream into pieces. These pieces are distributed to parallel processor tasks (these perform the IDCT in JPEG) and then reassembled in sequence by a sink process. Figure 7 shows the SHIM code for a parametric implementation of such a pipeline. The bodies of src and snk (not shown-they may be arbitrary functions) each update a state variable that is passed by reference. The src function throws an exception when it reaches the end of input to terminate the pipeline. The src task and snk task functions are just concurrent wrappers for running sequences of the src and snk functions. Src task repeatedly takes a state, runs src, passes the output to a processor, and passes out its state. Snk task reads the input from the processor, then the state, runs snk, and passes the state out.
A Sequential/Parallel/Sequential Pipeline
The stage function creates most of the structure. For each stage, it runs processor in parallel with a src task and snk task, which generate and consume the input and output for the processor. Like earlier examples, it uses a tail-recursive call to build the next stage.
Finally, the main entry point-the pipeline function-calls stage in parallel with two processes that seed and then feed back the states from the src and snk processes. Finally, when the src function throws Done to indicate it has processed all the input, pipeline returns the final state.
A Fast Fourier Transform
The fast Fourier transform is a commonly needed computation that involves complex but highly patterned data flow. Even more so than the largely examples we presented above, the FFT's structure is hierarchical and well-suited to recursion.
We started with a sequential, recursive implementation from Grama et al. [7] (Figure 8 ) and noted that it first divides the even- Figure 7 . Code for an n-processor pipeline
Figure 8. The sequential FFT from Grama et al. [7] that we parallelized. w = e 2pi/n initially.
and odd-numbered inputs among two sub-procedures, then makes two sequential steps through the results of the sub-procedures because of the "i/mod(n/2)" subscripts on q and t. Figure 9 shows the structure and code we created for the FFT. Each n-point stage instantiates two n/2-point FFTs and feeds the result to a "butterfly" processor. Each sample is a complex number, which we represent as two fixed-point numbers (integers) since SHIM does not support floating-point. Each stage expects n samples on its in port and produces n samples on out.
The demultiplexer task divides the incoming samples into even and odd streams and passes them to two n/2-point FFTs. The two output streams are fed to both the butterfly task and a pair of n/2-sample buffers. The butterfly task uses these buffers to step through the n/2 pairs of samples from the sub-FFTs twice, combining each pair with a with different "twiddle" factor (different complex roots of unity).
This may not be the most efficient FFT algorithm, but it does illustrate that recursion and concurrency are powerful. We used recursion to perform a divide-and-conquer-style decomposition of the FFT, used tail recursion to build the buffers, and took advantage of SHIM's multiway rendezvous facility to make two copies of the results of the sub-procedures.
Binding-Time Analysis
Our goal is to eliminate recursion while increasing the size of the program as little as possible. Some expansion is usually inevitable since the recursion we target usually amounts to one or more loops, which we unroll.
To limit the amount of expansion we perform during our symbolic simulation process (described in the next section), we perform a binding-time analysis with a slicing procedure [21] to tell us which variables directly or indirectly control recursive calls. By tracking only these variables, we effectively avoid unrolling loops that are irrelevant to recursive calls-the main source of unneeded expansion.
We slice using what is in effect a program dependence graph [6] . Our goal is to determine, for each function, a set of variables that we should track to understand recursion. We compute control dependence by computing dominators using the Lengauer-Tarjan algorithm (we followed the description in Appel [3] ) then compute dominance frontiers and control dependence following Cytron et al. [5] . For data dependence, we use the standard dataflow algorithm for reaching definitions taken from Aho et al. [1] , although we compute reaching definitions for each statement, not just every basic block.
To identify relevant variables, we first decompose the static call graph of the program into strongly connected components (SCCs) using Tarjan's algorithm. In each SCC, we consider recursive any call site that calls a function within the same SCC. This definition covers both self-recursion and mutually recursive functions. L1: tmp1 = n/2 tmp2 = theta*2 tmp3 = n/2 tmp4 = theta*2 tmp5 = n/2 tmp6 = n/2 fft 1(in, even, odd) par fft(even, q, tmp1, tmp2) par fft(odd, t, tmp3, tmp4) par cplx buffer(q, q1, tmp5) par cplx buffer(t, t1, tmp6) par fft 2(n, q, q1, t, t1, theta, out) We consider relevant all basic blocks on which these recursive call sites are dependent. Such blocks usually end in conditional control-transfer instructions (e.g., if statements); we consider relevant the variables they test.
From these blocks that control recursive calls, we perform the usual fixed-point computation that considers every definition of a relevant variable and any control-transfer instruction on which such definitions are control-dependent.
We slice across procedure boundaries. When we find a dependence on a formal parameter to a function, we mark as relevant the corresponding actual argument passed at every call to that function and continue propagating backwards. Such analysis naturally crosses SCC boundaries.
Slicing the FFT
To understand our slicing procedure, consider Figure 10 , the control-flow graph for the fft function from Figure 9 .
First, we observe that the calls to fft in the L1 block of Figure 10 are recursive (each function is its own SCC and calls itself). This block (L1) is control-dependent on its predecessor-a block that ends with an if conditional test (1) (numbers in parentheses refer to the numbered arcs). This tests temporary variable tmp0, which is defined in the statement immediately preceeding it (tmp0 = n == 1) (2). On the right of this statement is the variable n, which is defined as the third formal argument (3).
Since we reached a formal argument of a function, we propagate dependence from the corresponding actual argument at each of the function's call sites. There are two such sites here, in block L1, which pass temporaries tmp1 and tmp3 (4), (5) . These are defined in statements in the same block (6), (7) , which use n, defined as the formal argument (8), (9) . Since we have already considered this formal variable, nothing further needs to be done. The definitions for tmp1 and tmp3 are also control-dependent on the if block, but we also do not need to consider this block again. Similar reasoning finds a recursive call of cplx buffer in Figure 9 . It is also control-dependent on the if statement that tests formal argument n, so this formal argument is relevant to recursion.
Cplx buffer is called in L1 of fft-dependence. Here, both tmp5 and tmp6 are passed as actual arguments for (relevant) actual argument n. These are defined above (10), (11) , which in turn both reference n (12), (13) .
For function fft, our procedure finds variables tmp0, tmp1, tmp3, tmp5, tmp6, and n are relevant to removing recursion. The static elaborator, described below, only considers these variables when partially evaluating the program.
Our Static Elaborator
The binding-time analyzer described in the last section finds a set of "relevant variables" for each function by slicing the program from every recursive call site. Using this information, our static elaborator simulates the basic blocks in each function, tracking the exact value of each relevant variable and creating a constantpropagated copy of each block along the way. Literals and variables whose values are discovered during this procedure are treated as constants used to simplify statements during the procedure; all other values, including those communicated through channels, the contents of structures and arrays, and the values of all irrelevant variables, are treated as unknown. Code that manipulates unknown values is copied into the generated code.
Once a particular basic block has been duplicated as many times as its limit, no further copies are made (we currently use one global user-specified number for all basic blocks, but we could use blockspecific limits). After that, if our algorithm discovers control being passed to the block with different known variable values, instead passes control to a copy of the block that assumes all live variables take unknown values, which amounts to a copy of the original block.
Our algorithm operates on our intermediate representation (IR)-a fairly standard three-address code. As usual, each block 1: procedure simulate(func, block, value) 2: if block (func, block, value) does not exist then 3: Increase copies(func, block, value) 4: let maxed-out = true if there are over limit copies 5: let successors = set of successor blocks for block 6: for each sequential statement stmt in block do 7: match statement stmt with 8 add "Goto l" and let successors = { block for l }
33:
else predicate known false 34: let successors = { fall-through block }
35:
Recv d : Receive add call-successors signatures to to-visit & entries Figure 12 . The basic block simulation procedure procedure remove-recursion(functions, limit) divide functions into basic blocks compute control dependence and reaching definitions slice from every recursive call to find relevant variables compute live variables for each basic block for each live variable v in the entry block of main do let value(v) = ⊥ let to-visit = {(main, 0, value)} while to-visit is not empty do remove a signature (func, block, value) from to-visit call simulate(func, block, value) for each entry point e in entries do create a new function for e from the simulation results Remove unreferenced labels Inline functions that consist only of calls return all the newly-created functions Figure 13 . The recursion removal procedure starts with an optional label, its body consists of sequential statements, and it may end with a control-transfer instruction: an if, a switch, a goto, or a parallel function call.
To further reduce code expansion, we only track relevant variables that are live. In particular, if a relevant variable is no longer live after a block, we forget its value, which generally allows us to merge blocks that would otherwise have a different signature (i.e., the value of each relevant variable). Figure 11 shows the effect of considering live variables. Assuming all variables are relevant when we simulate the code fragment in Figure 11a , we find control can reach the endif label with either c = 1 or c unknown (since a is received and therefore unknown). We thus make two copies of this block, one for each case, and propagate this information to discover c = 6 or c is unknown just before the send. We still know c's value in one case when the simulation passes control to L1, but because c is not live there, we treat these two cases equally and produce only one copy for the basic block at L1. Figure 12 depicts the basic block simulation procedure in all its glory. 1 This first checks whether the requested block has already been computed. If not, it determines whether we have reached the limit and should not create any more variant children (the maxedout flag).
Each sequential statement that assigns to a relevant variable is simulated and the results stored if all operands are known, otherwise the variable is marked as unknown.
If this block is to generate no more children, code is inserted that "spills" the values of each known variable in the form of a load-constant statement so the runtime can effectively take over the computation.
Control-transfer instructions are more interesting. The rule for if determines if the predicate is known at simulation time and replaces it with a goto if possible. Being able to do this is critical for stopping the unrolling process. The rule for recv marks its variable as unknown; we do not attempt to simulate data passed through communication channels.
The rule for parallel function calls is complicated because passby-reference variables must be "spilled" before the function is called because if the variable is relevant, the function could throw an exception and lose the simulated value. Any known values of pass-by-value parameters are passed. Finally, the values of every pass-by-reference argument are marked as unknown-our simulation does not track values returned by functions. Finally, the values of variables for each successor are taken from the simulation. Only the values of live variables are preserved to help reduce the size of the generated code. Figure 13 shows our overall recursion removal procedure. It first divides every function into basic blocks (send and receive operations are considered control-transfer instructions) then computes relevant variables by building the program dependence graph and slicing with respect to all recursive function calls (Section 5).
Assembling the Pieces
After computing live variables, the simulation procedure begins by starting the program from the entry point with all live variables set to ⊥. The simulation procedure uses the usual worklist algorithm (here, to-visit is the set of all function signatures remaining to be processed) in which the simulate procedure ( Figure 12 ) is called until the to-visit set is empty.
Once the simulation procedure completes, each function is reconstructed by assembling the blocks produced during the simulation procedure according to their control dependencies. Finally, unreferenced labels (arising from reassembling the control-flow graph) are removed call-only functions are inlined.
Parallel recursive functions are usually dismantled into multiple functions: one that just handles the recursive calls and the updates of variables that control the recursion and others that perform the actual work. The fft function in Figure 9 is typical: With the exception of the copy in-to-out base case, the function just calls itself recursively. All the "heavy lifting" is done in the non-recursive fft 1 and fft 2 functions, which perform the demultiplexing and butterfly-multiplexing operations, respectively.
As a result, recursive functions are often transformed into just calls to other functions. While it would not be incorrect to leave them as-is, a function that only calls another can be beneficially inlined. The final step in our algorithm performs such inlining, which noticably reduces the number of functions in the final program. Figure 14 shows our IR at various points in the recursion removal procedure. Figure 14a is the IR immediately after being dismantled from the code in Figure 2d . Our compiler dismantles par blocks into multiple functions so every function remains sequential. Here, fifo a handles the "for (;;) next c = next i;" statement just before the par Figure 2d .
Derecursing the FIFO
Slicing identified variables n and tmp as relevant and our static elaborator tracks their values to produce the code in Figure 14b . Here, the original fifo function has been transformed into four different copies, one for each value of n encountered during symbolic simulation (n = 3, 2, 1, 0). The first three copies boiled down to nothing more than the parallel function call; the fourth is just the code at label L1.
It is not uncommon for many functions to simply call other functions, so we implemented a simple function inlining procedure that merges calls to functions that do nothing but call other functions in parallel. Figure 14c shows the result of this merging. Here, the first three copies of fifo have been merged into one that calls four functions in parallel: three instances of fifo a and one of fifo 0, the base case.
Experimental Results
To evaluate our procedure, we implemented it in Objective CAML and applied it our examples. Table 1 shows the results. We compared the size of the IR before removing recursion (the "source" columns), with the results of naïve expansion with the limit set to thirty-two (i.e., all variables considered relevant-the "expanded" columns), the results of following relevant variables (the "sliced" columns), and the results of applying function inlining to that (the "inlined" columns).
The "fns." columns list the number of functions after various stages. These counts are large because they include functions for the runtime system, the standard I/O procedures, and helper input The "vars." column lists the total number of variables (formals, locals, and temporaries) across all functions. The "rel." column lists the number of variables the slicing procedure reported as relevant to recursive calls. For these examples, the slicer is able to select relevant variables very judiciously, keeping the expansion of the program under control.
The running time for our specialization algorithm seems negligible as part of a compilation flow. The "runtime" column lists the time it took the compiler to parse and dismantle the source program, run our procedure, and dump the resulting IR. These times are for running the OCAML bytecode interpreter on a 2.5 GHz Pentium 4 machine.
These results suggest only tracking relevant variables (i.e., heeding the results of slicing) greatly reduces the size of the generated code. Tracking relevant variables resulted in over an 80% reduction in code size on the largest example (FFT); smaller examples were reduced more modestly.
The effect of inlining can substantially reduce the number of functions, suggesting it is also worthwhile. Sieve1 had the largest reduction: 9 of the 30 functions disappeared after inlining. By design, this restricted form of inlining does not have much effect on overall program size.
The "n" column lists the argument passed to the main recursive procedure in each example. It is roughly the unrolling factor: how many concurrent copies of the core operation are made. The number of statements after inlining, surprisingly, does not correlate much because n only makes copies of part of the program and our elaboration process removes code that controls the expansion.
Overall, these results suggest our procedure is practical. While the increase in code size can be non-negligible (nearly a factor of three for Sieve1), it remains surprisingly modest, even for fairly large expansion factors. Consider Sieve2: it expands into a chain of fifteen process pairs, yet the program size remains modest (83 vs. 92) because much of the program is simulated away and many functions remain called from many places.
Conclusions
We presented an algorithm for removing recursion from concurrent programs written in the SHIM programming language. Our goal was to enable analysis tools such as formal verifiers, resource analyzers, and hardware synthesizers that demand non-recursive programs to also handle a certain class of recursive programs.
We presented a number of examples (templates, really) that illustrate how recursion is a powerful way of generating parallel structures algorithmically. While such structures could be generated by macro-style instantiation, we believe using existing language mechanisms is more elegant and easier for the programmer since it does not demand learning a new, often crippled, sublanguage.
Our algorithm works in two phases: first, we use a slicing procedure to determine which variables participate in the control of the recursive procedure and whose values should be bound at compile time. Second, we partially evaluate the program using symbolic simulation to track the relevant variables determined in the first phase and generate an aggressively constant-propagated version of the program from the simulation results.
Experimental results on small examples suggest our procedure is practical. The increase in code size from unrolling the recursion stays modest, even for fairly large expansion factors (e.g., ten), and the runtimes for these small examples are negligible. As a result, it should be practical to employ this procedure as part of the normal compilation process.
Next steps include more carefully tracking the contents of arrays and structures and better understanding communication patterns. While the tail recursive style of writing these expanding programs is powerful, some programmers may find it awkward. We plan to explore alternate syntax for describing structures such as pipelines.
